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Abstract 
We interpret modal mu-calculus formulas in a non-standard way as expecta
tions over labeled Markov chains. In this semantics fixed-points are computed 
in an iterative incremental/ decremental fashion. This provides the foundation 
for a symbolic model checking algorithm for CTL over labeled Markov chains 
using Multi-Terminal Binary Decision Diagrams, where expectations of until~ 
formulas are calculated via suitable fixed-point approximations. We compare 
this non-standard semantics of CTL to the standard one for the probabilis
tic logic PCTL by specifying a translation ¢ ~ ¢'. of the positive existential 
fragment CTL + of CTL into PCTL, where PCTL probability thresholds are 
supplied by the non-standard semantics. Finally, we show soundness of our 
non-standard semantics of CTL + with respect to the one for PCTL in the 
following sense: if our semantics computes a positive evidence for ¢ at state s 
then s satisfies the translated PCTL formula ¢'.. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Probabilistic logics have proved successful in the specification and verification 
of systems that exhibit uncertainty. The behavior of such systems is typically 
governed by a known probability distribution; for example, randomized al
gorithms toss fair coins before making choices, and communication protocols 
must be designed so that the loss of messages in the medium is tolerated 
up to some appropriately small probability. With the advent of randomiza
tion, which ensures that many problems in distributed systems have efficient 
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solutions albeit at a cost of probabilistically complex scenarios developing 
during execution, it has become necessary to develop formalisms in which 
the probability of some event happening in the course of execution can be 
assessed and, whenever possible, calculated automatically and efficiently by 
means of a model checking tool. The importance of probabilistic verification 
lies in the fact that it can provide guarantees that the specifications hold with 
satisfactory probability in cases when conventional model checking fails, for 
example, when exhaustive search is not feasible due to the size of the system, 
or when checking 'soft deadlines' in real-time systems, i.e. properties such as 
'the system will respond within time t with probability 0.99'. 

Established work on probabilistic temporal logics e.g. [25, 13, 12, 3, 23, 10] 
(and also modal logics, for example a probabilistic extension of Hennessy
Milner logic called PML [19]) uses probability thresholds for truth in the 
syntax of an underlying language of logic such as CTL [7]. This was achieved 
by H. Hansson and B. Jonsson by extending the models to variants of Markov 
chains, which involves adding probabilities to the transitions, and the addition 
of probabilistic operators [·bp to form the logic PCTL [13, 12]; then for a path 
formula¢> the probabilistic formula [l/Jbp is satisfied in the given state if the 
probability of the set of paths starting in this state on which ¢> holds is at least 
p for some real number p in the unit interval. Model checking algorithms based 
on computing the probability and then comparing it against the threshold 
have been formulated for such systems (and also their extensions to allow 
concurrency or non-determinism), see e.g. [25, 10, 13, 3, 2]. Their complexity, 
however, is high, and so efficient techniques, such as symbolic model checking 
proposed in [I] or approximative reasoning, are sought for. 

A more recent alternative to the above is to re-interpret the conventional 
logics in terms of expectations, see [20, 14]; see [16, 18] for a much earlier 
source of similar ideas. This involves assigning to formulas a map from states 
to the unit interval instead of the usual truth values, with the value at a given 
state representing (an estimate of) the probability of the formula being true 
in this state as calculated in the underlying Markov chain model. 

This paper draws its main motivation from trying to understand the two 
seemingly opposing semantic approaches mentioned above when interpreted 
over labeled Markov chains: the threshold view as espoused by PCTL [13, 12] 
versus the logic CTL with the non-standard expectations semantics extracted 
from the quantitative mu-calculus semantics of [14]. If we think of such logics 
as providing a foundation for probabilistic methods in verification then a num
ber of observations can be made about the threshold approach to probabilistic 
semantics: 

1. The user might have to guess a threshold and the reply will be 'yes' or 'no'; 
thus, repeated checks are necessary to find out the critical region where 'yes' 
answers turn into 'no' replies and vice versa; in safety-critical applications 
this objection might be weak since one could argue that thresholds ought 
to be extremely close to 1 anyway. But, if we think of typical measures in 
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performance analysis, like the utilization of some resource, we would have to 
rely on probabilities, or percentages, anywhere in between 0 and 1. Finding 
critical regions of thresholds would then be non-trivial. 

2. There is no compelling argument for considering only global thresholds: 
the level of safety required or the performance with respect to some measure 
is typically a function of the state being considered and leads to probabilistic 
logics where one considers vectors of thresholds. 

3. Some methods for computing the probabilities of path formulas ¢1 U¢2 

are non-incremental: this is in contrast to e.g. our non-standard semantics 
of CTL, presented in this paper, which computes fixed-points incrementally 
by iterating the meaning of the underlying recursion, and so the finite ap
proximations of least/greatest fixed-points increase/decrease the information 
computed so far, thus allowing to compute approximate solutions to precise 
analytical probabilities. 

4. The threshold approach is most sensitive to numerical errors close to the 
threshold region: thresholds are dis-continuous cut-off points. 

5. If models are still in the design phase one might have very little intu
ition about the actual performance of such systems with respect to various 
(probabilistic) performance measures; thus, having to begin with any 'ran
dom' threshold seems unacceptable if probabilistic logics should become an 
active part in the design of stochastic systems. 

Clearly, an alternative to threshold semantics would have to render replies 
which are of a quantitative rather than a qualitative kind. In this paper we 
demonstrate that if we drop thresholds altogether from PCTL following [20, 
14] then we are essentially looking at the ordinary temporal logic CTL but 
now CTL formulas are no longer interpreted as predicates (subsets of states) 
but as functions [¢]: S ---+ [0, 1] from states into the unit interval [0, 1], termed 
'expectations' in [20]. The difficulty and weakness of such semantics lies in 
their interpretation of the logical conjunction and disjunction to the effect 
that [¢] s is no longer an exact probability but a 'sound' estimate thereof. 

The main effort of the work presented here consists of establishing a firm 
link between these two semantic paradigms. Thus, one really ought to see these 
approaches as being complementary rather than conflicting. Based on [9, 8, 1] 
we also develop a symbolic model checking algorithm for our non-standard 
interpretation of the modal mu-calculus fragment of alternation depth ~ 1. 

2 THE MODAL MD-CALCULUS ON FINITE MARKOV CHAINS 

A finite Markov chain [15] is a pair (S, P), where S is a finite set of n states 
and P = (P(s, s')) is a n x n-matrix of entries in [0, 1] such that P(s, s') 
is the probability of the state transition s ---+ s'. Of course, we require that 
'Es'ES P(s, s') = 1 for all s E S. Our approach allows us to analyze systems 
where this sum is strictly less than one (= sub-stochastic matrix), in which 
case we interpret the difference of 'Es'ES P(s, s') to 1 as the probability of the 
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system deadlocking in state s. We could also have considered families of such 
sub-stochastic matrices Pa indexed by actions a E Act. However, we prefer the 
simpler presentation based on a single action * for the purpose of illustration. 
Given sets C of constants and Var of variables such that Var is countable we 
then obtain a version of Kazen's modal mu-calculus t-tM (17] by considering 
the following grammar: 

</> ::= tt I ff I Ci I -.¢ I </> 1\ </> I </> V </> I (*)¢ I [*]</> I x I JLX.</> I vx.<j> 

with Ci E C and x E Var and where recursion JLX.<j> and vx.<j> is confined to 
formally monotone </>. We also consider the positive fragment of the modal 
mu-calculus JLW by dropping the clause for -.<j> and for vx.<j>. Given a finite 
Markov chain (S, P) we may interpret any</> E t-tM in the following way: the 
meaning [</>] maps an environment p to a function [</>]p: S -t (0, 1]; thus, p 
is of type Var -t S -t (0, 1]. Since S is assumed to haven elements we may 
think of any f: S -t (0, 1] as a vector q E (0, It. Thus, we may now express 
our semantics, given already in (14], as a transformation of vectors: 

[tt]pq = 1 
[ci]pq = c; 
[¢1 1\ </>2]pq = max(O, [¢1]pq + [¢2]pq- 1) 
[(*)¢]pq = p. ([</>]pq) 
[JLx.<j>]p = fixF[t/>,z] 

[ff]pq = 0 
[-.<j>]pq = 1- ([</>]pq) 
[</>IV </>2]P = [-.(-.¢1 1\ -.¢2)]p 
[[*]<f>]p = [-.(*)-.<j>]p 
[vx.</>]p = FIXF[q,,a:J 

where P · q is the usual multiplication of the matrix P with the vector q; 0 
is the zero vector and 1 is the vector (1, 1, ... , 1). Furthermore, F[t/>,z]: (S -t 
(0, 1]) -t (S -t (0, 1]) is the monotone function defined by F[q,,z] f = [</>]p[x 1--t 

!] and fix F[t/>,z] is the least, FIX F[t/>,z] the greatest fixed-point of F[q,,z]· Finally, 
for the motivation of this semantics for 1\ see (14] (this idea was taken from 
(24]); in summary, our semantics of conjunction guarantees that we never 
compute meanings [</>1 1\ </>2]s which are greater than the value f..ts(</>I 1\ </>2) 
where /Ls is any probability measure on the Borel algebra generated by the 
lattice of predicates of Kazen's standard interpretation of JLM. Note that the 
meaning of ci can be any (fixed) function fc,: S -t (0, 1]. In particular, if the 
image of fc, is in {0, 1} for all ci E C then we obtain ordinary labeled Markov 
chains (S,P,L) where L(s) = {ci E C I /c,(s) = 1} with L:S -t P(C). We 
shall abbreviate max(O, a+ b- 1) by 0 V (a+ b- 1), and likewise its dual 
min( I, a+ b) by 1 1\ (a+ b). 

3 MODEL CHECKING JLM9 ON FINITE MARKOV CHAINS 

We now derive an algorithm for model checking modal mu-calculus formulas </> 
without nested fixed-points (4] based on the semantics defined in the previous 
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section. For that purpose we consider a fragment of the modal mu-calculus, 
where we restrict the clauses p.x.c/J and vx.c/J to those 4J which have at most 
x as a free variable. We call that fragment p.M<1 (alternation depth :::; 1 in 
[11)). -

Proposition 1 Let ux.c/J be in p.M9, where u E {p.,v}. The function F[.p,x], 

of type (S--+ [0, 1))--+ (S--+ [0, 1)), defined above is continuous as a map from 
R n --+ R n in the Euclidean topology. This is also true for other interpretations 
of conjunction and disjunction which are continuous in the Euclidean topology, 
e.g. if conjunction is interpreted as minimum or multiplication. 

Proof: We prove the statement above by showing that all functions F[.p,x] 

are continuous where '1/J is a subformula of c/J; this argument proceeds in a 
bottom-up fashion on the parse tree of c/J: 

First, if '1/J = x then F[.p,x] is the identity function which is continuous. 
Second, if xis not free in '1/J then F[.p,x] is constant, and therefore continuous, 
for ['1/J]p = ['1/J]p' if p and p' agree on '1/J's free variables. 

Third, if '1/J = -,tfJ1 then F[-..Pt.xJ(q) = 1- F[.Pt.xJ(q) from which we infer 
that F[-..Pt.x] is continuous since vector subtraction is continuous. 

Fourth, if '1/J = (*}'I/J1 then by construction and by the semantics of (*} we 
get F[(*).p1 ,xJ(q) = P · (F[.Pt.x] q); since F[.p1 ,x] and matrix multiplication are 
continuous we infer that F[(*).p1 ,x] is continuous as well. 

Fifth, if '1/J = [*]'I/J1 then by construction and by the semantics of [*] we 
get F[[*],Pt,xj(q) = (1- P ·1)+F[(*}.Pt.xJ(q). Since F[(*).p1 ,x] and the addition 
with a constant vector are continuous, we see that F[[*].p1 ,x] is continuous, too; 
note that 1 - P · 1 = 0 if P is a stochastic matrix, i.e. if the process modeled 
by (S, P) is free of divergence, so in that case the semantics of (*} and [*] 
coincide. 

Sixth, if'I/J = 'ifJ1A'I/Jz we have F[.p1 A<!>2,xJ(q) = OV(F[.Pt.x](q)+F[.p2 ,xj(q) -1) 
from which we can infer the continuity of F[.p1 A.p2 ,x] since F[.p1 ,x]• F[.p2 ,x]• -
and V are continuous on Rn. 

Seventh, if '1/J = 'I/J1 V 'I/J2 then this is similar to the previous case, for 
F[.p1 v.p2 ,xj(q) = 1 A (F[.p1 ,xj(q) + F[.p2 ,xj(q)). 

Finally, note that this concludes all possible cases since 4J has at most x as 
a free variable; thus, alternation depth :::; 1 excludes the cases 'if;= p.y.'I/J1 and 
'1/J = vy.'I/J1 , where y is free in 'I/J1. End of Proof. 

We can exploit the fact that all functions F[.p,x] are continuous maps to 
guarantee that fixed-point iterations on the infinite domain S --+ [0, 1] reach 
a fixed-point at w. This is a non-trivial result since it can not necessarily be 
inferred from the standard facts about the continuity of fix: (S --+ [0, 1]) --+ 
(S--+ [0, 1]) since the semantics of subformulas vx.1J, via FIX, might give rise 
to meanings which are not Scott-continuous. 
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Proposition 2 Let Jl.X.¢> be in Jl.Msr. Then Vo<m<w F[q,,xt 0 is the least 
fixed-point of F[q,,x]· Dually, if vx.¢> is in Jl.Msr-then 1\o<m<w F(q,,x]m 1 is 
the greatest fixed-point of F[q,,x]· In fact, the above holds -for all monotone 
interpretations of conjunction and disjunction which are continuous in the 
Euclidean topology. 

Proof: The argument is, in spirit, the same as the usual one for least fixed
points of Scott-continuous functions. However, we need to adapt this argu
ment since the function F[q,,x] is not Scott-continuous in general. But directed 
suprema and filtered infima in [0, 1r are pointwise, so we see that the supre
mum and the infimum inS-+ [0, I] are also limits in the Euclidean topology. 
Thus, we infer that F[q,,x] (Vo<n<w F[q,,xt 0) = F[q,,x] (limo$;n<w F[ql,xt 0) = 
limo$;n<w F[ql,xt+l 0 = v l<:<w F[q,,xt 0 = Vo<n<w F[q,,xt 0 as F[ql,x] is 
monotone and continuous in the Euclidean topology. The argument for the 
greatest fixed-point is dual to this one. End of Proof. 

We use a simple example of a probabilistic protocol to demonstrate our ap
proach. For simplicity we merely consider the states of the protocol pertaining 
to the transmission of one message only. Initially (state si), the protocol will 
send the message to the medium. The medium (state s2) will attempt to trans
mit the message to the receiver (state s3), which is possible with probability 
0.75; with probability 0.25 the message will get lost (state s4). Upon receiving 
the message, the receiver will attempt to acknowledge it. If the acknowledg
ment is received intact, which is possible with probability 0.9 then the message 
is delivered (state s5 ) and the protocol terminates; failure to receive acknowl
edgment causes the protocol to resend the message again (return to state s1 ). 

Again, for simplicity we shall assume an unbounded number of retries. The 
example can be easily extended to cater for a bounded number of retries. To 
model a distributed protocol it may be necessary to go beyond Markov chains. 

The diagram below represents the protocol. 

0.1 
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The Markov chain matrix for the above protocol is given below. 

(

0 1 0 0 OJ 0 0 0.75 0.25 0 
0.1 0 0 0 0.9 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 

The property we would like to calculate is: what is the probability of deliv
ering the message? This can be expressed as J.LX.(cdelv V (*)x), where cdelv = 
(0, 0, 0, 0, 1); in other words, Cdelv = tt at the state s5 and ff at all other 
states. The successive iterations starting from (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) produce: 

( 
0 l ( 0 l ( 0 l ( 0.675) ( 0.675) ( 0.675 l 0 0 0.675 0.675 0.675 0.725625 

~ , of , o~9 , of , o.9~75 , o.9~75 , 

( 

0.725625) ( 0.725625) ( 0.725625) ( 0.7294218) 0. 725625 0. 725625 0. 7294218 0. 7294218 

0.9~75 , 0.97r625 , 0.97r625 , 0.97r625 , ... 

Thus, the probability of the message being eventually delivered is at least 
0.729 (up to 3 significant digits, which one further iteration would reveal); 
this follows from Corollary 1 in Section 5. 

4 SYMBOLIC PROBABILISTIC MODEL CHECKING FOR f-£M9 

We now present a symbolic model checking algorithm for all closed ¢ E J.LM9 
which computes expectations of formulas for a given labeled Markov chain 
without constructing the state space explicitly. This algorithm represents [¢] 
symbolically as a Multi-Terminal Binary Decision Diagram; for more details 
on symbolic model checking with Multi-Terminal Binary Decision Diagrams 
(MTBDDs) we refer the reader to (9, 8, 1). 

Binary-Decision-Diagram-based model checking (21) has proved effective 
in practice: it tackles the state explosion problem by providing a symbolic 
representation for the state space. With MTBDDs one can extend existing 
automatic verification tools to cater for quantitative information contained in 
the models such as probability (1). The MTBBD representation is compact 
and no less efficient than sparse matrix techniques (8). 
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Given a closed formula¢ E JLM<1 the basic idea is to represent the function 
[¢]: S -+ [0, 1] symbolically by a Multi-Terminal Binary Decision Diagram 
M[¢]. We define this MTBDD by structural induction on¢. However, we will 
only compute approximate results for fixed-points ¢ = ux.'I/J since we cannot 
iterate F[.p,x] forever. We use a function ITERATE( A, Q, E) which requires 
its first argument A to represent a map from Rn to Rn, Q to represent an 
element of Rn, and E a real number c > 0. The code for this function is 
similar to that of fixed-point approximation for the Boolean symbolic model 
checking algorithm [5] except that we enforce termination w.r.t. c as follows: 
ITERATE( A, Q, E) returns the MTBDD which represents the vector Am+lQ 
where m is the least natural number such that E~1 I(Am+lQ)i- (AmQ)il 
<c. Naturally, termination criteria other than the above are conceivable. 

The model checking algorithm will, of course, need to work with the MTBDD 
representation of the n x n probability transition matrix P. For k = flog n l 
we may identify the 2k x 2k matrix P with the function f: {0, 1pk -+ [0, 1] 
where j(x1, Y1, ... , Xk, Yk) is the value of Pin the (i + 1)-th row and (j + 1)
th column and i = E:=l Xu · 2k-u, j = E~=l Yv · 2k-v. Thus, P can be 
identified with a MTBDD P over (x1, y1, ... , Xk, Yk)· Similarly, each vector q 
with 2k arguments can be identified with the MTBDD q over (x1, ... , xk) for 
the function F : {0, l}n -+ [0, 1] where F(x1 , ... , Xn) is the (i + 1)-th argu
ment of q and where i is as above. The remaining operators needed for the 
algorithm, both from [8], are: MV_MULTI(P,q) (matrix-by-vector multiplica
tion), and APPLY(·) (elementwise application of the binary operator op on 
real numbers, such as addition, to two MTBDDs). 

Let¢ be a closed formula in JLM<1 and (S,P,L) a labeled Markov chain. 
We assume that constants Ci can ollly take values in {0, 1} and that there are 
'enough' of them so that we can identify each state s with the Boolean vector 
(x1, x2, ... , xn) where Xi = 1 iff Ci E L(s) (an extension to arbitrary functions is 
straightforward). We define an MTBDD over the variables x = (x1, x2, ... , xn) 
by structural induction on ¢: 

1. M[tt] =TRUE, the (unique) MTBDD representing the constant function 
1 which consists of a terminal vertex labeled with value 1, 

2. M[ff] =FALSE, the (unique) MTBDD representing the constant function 
0 which consists of a terminal vertex labeled with value 0, 

3. M[ci] = .Xx.[xi], the (unique) MTBDD representing the function f(x) = 
xi, i.e. the MTBDD with one nonterminal vertex labeled with Xi and two 
terminal vertices, the left labeled with value 0 and right with value 1, 

4. M[...,¢] = APPLY(TRUE,M[¢],-), the MTBDD obtained from applying 
the operator (1- ·)to the MTBDD for¢, 

5. M[¢1 1\ ¢2] is the MTBDD obtained by applying our conjunction seman
tics to the MTBDDs for ¢1 and ¢2, where FALSE is the MTBDD representing 
the constant function 0: APPLY(APPLY(APPLY(M[¢1],M[¢2], ·+·),TRUE,·
·),FALSE ,max), 

6. M[¢1V¢2] = APPLY(APPLY(M[¢1],M[¢2],·+·),TRUE,min) is ob-
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tained similarly to the above except that the operation is our semantic dis
junction: min(l, · + ·), 

7. M[(*)¢] = MV_MULTI(P,M[¢]), the MTBDD obtained as a result of 
a call to the matrix-by-vector multiplication operation with the MTBDD P 
representing the Markov transition probability matrix and the MTBDD for ¢ 
passed as arguments, 

8. M[[*]¢] = M[•(*)...,¢], the MTBDD for the form equivalent to [*]¢, 
9. M[JLx.¢] = ITERATE(F[</>,x],FALSE,EPSILON), the MTBDD obtained as 

a result of a call to the fixed-point iteration algorithm with the MTBDDs for 
.1"[</>,x] and FALSE passed as arguments, 

10. M[vx.cf>] = ITERATE(F[<f>,x], TRUE, EPSILON), similar to the above ex
cept that the iteration computes a decreasing sequence of approximations 
starting with 1. 

We should stress that the last clause is actually computing upper bounds. 
This points out the fundamental weakness of our results as presented here. One 
needs to develop a suitable semantic framework which allows the simultaneous 
consideration of lower and upper bounds, and then clarify how negation and 
greatest fixed point act thereon. 

The symbol P above is the MTBDD representing P and EPSILON represents 
some £ > 0. Of course, this requires that we give symbolic representations 
.1"[</>,x] of the continuous functions F[</>,x] as MTBDDs; such a definition simply 
copies the constructive argument of Proposition 1: 

F[x,x] = I, the MTBDD representing the identity matrix, 

F[.p,x] = .\x.M['Ijl] if x is not free in 'ljl, 

.1"[-..p,x] = .\x.APPLY(TRUE,F[.p,x] x, - ), 
.1"[(*}1/>,x] = .\x.MV _MULTI(P, F[.p,x] x), 

F[[*].P,x] = .\x.APPLY(APPLY(TRUE, MV_MULTI(P, TRUE),-), 

MV_MULTI(P,F[.p,xJX), + ), 

.1"[.p1 A.p2 ,x] = .\x.APPLY(FALSE, 

APPLY(APPLY(F[.pl>x]X,.1"[.p2 ,x]X, +),TRUE,- ),max), 

.1"[.;.1 v.p2 ,x] = .\x.APPLY(APPLY(F[.pl>x] x, .1"[.p2 ,x] x, +),min). 

5 COMPARlNG CTL TO PCTL 

The semantics of the modal mu-calculus given above for finite labeled Markov 
chains is fuzzy [27] in its interpretation of the logical connectives A and V; 
yet, it also employs probabilistic meaning as in the weighted average for the 
modalities(*) and[*]· This unusual combination warrants a comparison with 
purely probabilistic semantics which we now develop. First of all, we saw 
that our semantics identifies ( *) and [ *] if the matrix P of the underlying 
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model is stochastic which we assume throughout this section. This leads to a 
simplified grammar for CTL viewed as a subset of J.LM9 [4, 21]: AX¢ and EX¢ 
correspond to(*)¢, A(¢1 U ¢2) and E(¢1 U ¢2) translate to J.LX.¢2 V(¢1 A(*)x), 
and AG¢ and EG¢ turn into vx.¢ A (*)x. 

Based on our semantics for finite Markov chains we may therefore reduce 
the image of CTL in J.LM9 to the following, semantically driven, grammar: 

where e;, E C. A straightforward mathematical induction shows that any 
closed ¢ generated by this grammar is of alternation depth ~ 1. Of course, 
not every closed ¢ E J.LM9 is generated by the grammar above; e.g. the formula 
vx.'lj; A (*)(*)x which qualitatively expresses the property that 1/J occurs every 
other time cannot be specified in CTL [26]. Note that the grammar above 
still has some redundancy in the presence of negation, but we intend to have 
separate clauses for V and A as well as for tt and ff since we intend to show 
results for the fragment of CTL without the clauses --,¢ and EG¢; we denote 
the resulting fragment of CTL by CTL +. 

5.1 Translating CTL+ into PCTL 

We now introduce the syntax and semantics of PCTL [13, 12] interpreted 
over labeled Markov chains. Let (S,P,L) be a labeled Markov chain. A path 
in such a chain is a nonempty {finite or infinite) sequence 1r = s0 s1s2, ... 
where Si E Sand P(si-I,si) > 0 fori= 1,2, .... We denote by Pathw(s) 
the set of all infinite paths starting in the state s and endow Pathw ( s) with a 
u-algebra structure by taking the smallest u-algebra on Pathw ( s) which con
tains the basic cylinders { 7r E Pathw ( s) I u is a prefix of 1r} for finite paths 
u starting in s. Each such basic cylinder corresponds to the event of exe
cuting the finite path u. The probability measure Prob on the u-algebra is 
the unique measure with Prob { 1r E Pathw{s) I u is a prefix of 1r } = P(u) 
where P(sos1 ... sk) = P{so, sl) · P(s1, s2) · ... · P{sk-1, sk) [25]. 

PCTL [13], the aforementioned probabilistic extension of CTL, contains 
atomic propositions and the operators next-step X and until U decorated 
with probabilities (we omit the bounded until to simplify the presentation). 
Formally, the syntax of PCTL is as follows: 

where Ci is an atomic proposition, p E [0, 1], ;;;) is either ;::: or >. The satisfac
tion relation f= ~ S x PCTL for state formulas is given as usual: 

sf=ttforallsES 
s f= ¢1 A ¢2 iff s f= <Pi for i = 1,.2 

s f= Ci iff Ci E L(s) 
sf=--,¢iffsjF¢ 
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In contrast, probabilistic formulas [X ¢bv or [¢1 U l/>2bv, where ¢, ¢1, ¢2 
are PCTL formulas, are interpreted with the help of the probability measure 
Frob over the r7- algebra of the infinite paths of the labeled Markov chain: 

sf= [X¢bv iff Prob{1r E Pathw(s) l1r f= X ¢};;;) p 
sf= [¢1 U l/>2bv iff Prob{1r E Pathw(s) l1r f= ¢1 U ¢2};;;) p 

where 1r f= X ¢ iff the first state of 1r satisfies ¢, and 1r f= ¢1 U ¢2 iff there exists 
k 2: 0 such that l/>1 is satisfied at all states of 1r up to and including k-1 and ¢2 
is satisfied at k. The operators of disjunction and implication can be derived. 
One can also derive probabilistic analogues of the linear operators 'eventually' 
and 'always'; these are weaker than their classical linear counterparts since 
events that happen with probability 1 are not necessarily always guaranteed 
to happen. 

Given a formula ¢ E CTL + we translate it into a formula ¢~ E PCTL 
such that the annotated probability thresholds in ¢~ are the corresponding 
quantitative evidences computed by our semantics. We then show that [¢]s > 
0 implies s f= ¢~. In order to unfold this argument in the sharpest sense 
possible we slightly generalize PCTL: if '1/J is a path formula and '1/J~v is an 
ordinary PCTL formula with p E [0, 1] we now also allow '1/J~p to be a formula 
of PCTL where p is a vector of thresholds and therefore in [0, 1 t. Of course, 
this only makes sense for models (S, P, L) with a fixed number n of states. It 
should also be noted that this translation is dependent on a fixed model since 
we use the non-standard semantics of this model to compute thresholds needed 
for the translated formulas, but these constraints are not crucial since our 
objective is to implement model checking algorithms which work on concrete 
labeled Markov chains. 

Since we generalized thresholds to vectors of thresholds we have to give a 
semantics to those extensions. This works as expected, e.g. sf= [¢1 U l/>2bp iff 
Prob{1r E Pathw(s) l1r f= ¢1 U ¢2};;;) Ps where p = (p8 )sES· This generaliza
tion is not necessary since we could use the minimum of all the quantitative 
evidences [¢]s, s E S, as a threshold p for the usual PCTL formulas, but a 
vector semantics for PCTL makes our semantic comparison tighter. 

Fixing a model ( S, P, L), we translate closed expressions of CTL + into 
PCTL based on our semantics. The translation is a map ~: CTL + -+ PCTL 
defined by structural induction on ¢: 

tt~ = tt 
c~ = Ci 

(¢1 v ¢2)~ = -.c-.<lf>n A...,<¢~)) 
(E(¢1 U¢2))~ = [(¢~)U (¢~)]~q 

ff~ = ff 

(¢1 A ¢d =¢~A¢~ 
(EX¢)~= (X (¢b)hp 
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5.2 SOUNDNESS OF OUR TRANSLATION 

Definition 1 For closed ¢> E p,M let Pos( ¢>) be the set of all s E S such that 
[¢]s > 0. Given TJ E PCTL, let Sat(ry) denote the set of all s E S such that 
s I= TJ. 

The role of Pos( ·) is that it mediates between the unit interval (0, 1] and 
the domain of truth values in that we identify 0 with FALSE and any positive 
value with TRUE if the root of the formula is tt, ff, ci, A., or V. 

Theorem 1 We assume that CTL+ and PCTL have the same interpretation 
of the constants ci E C for a fixed model (S,P,L). Then for all¢> E CTL+ 
we have Pos( ¢>) ~ Sat( ¢b). 

Proof: We use mathematical induction on the lexicographical ordering affixed
point depth and rank of ¢. That way we may reason by ordinary structural 
induction, but for the case of recursion where we use syntactic approximations. 
We implicitly identify CTL + formulas with their equivalent translations into 
JLM::;1· 

The cases ¢> = tt and ¢> = ff are clear and the case ¢> = Ci follows from our 
assumption. If ¢> = ¢1 A. ¢2 then 

Pos( r/>1 A. r/>2) = {s E S I 0 V ([¢1]s + [¢2]s- 1) > 0} (1) 
c {s E S I [¢!]s > 0 and [¢2]s > 0} since [¢i]s E (0, 1] 

= Pos( ¢1) n Pos( r/>2) 

c Sat(¢~) n Sat(¢;) by induction 

= Sat ( ¢>~ A. ¢;) by the semantics of PCTL 

= Sat( ( r/>1 A. r/>2 )b) by clef. of b_ 

Dually, if ¢> = ¢1 V ¢2 then 

Pos(¢1 V r/>2) {s E S 11 A. ([¢!]s + [¢2]s) > 0} (2) 

C {s E S I [¢!]s > 0 or [¢>2]s > 0} since [<l>i]s E (0, 1] 
Pos( ¢1) U Pos( r/>2) 

C Sat(¢~) U Sat(¢;) by induction 

Sat(¢>~ V ¢;) by the semantics of PCTL 

Sat( ( r/>1 V rt>d) by clef. of b. 

As for the modalities, if¢>= (*)¢ then 

Pos((*)¢) = {s E S I L P(s,s') · ([tf;]s') > 0}. 
s'ES 

(3) 
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So let s E Pos((*)1i") be given. We need to show that s E Sat([X (1P")hp) 
where p = [(*)1i"]. Thus, we need to demonstrate the inequality [(*)1/J]s :::; 
Ls'ESat(,pb) P(s, s'). We compute 

[(*)1/J]s = L P(s, s') · [1/J]s' (4) 
s'ES 

2::: P(s, s') · [1/J]s' as [1/J]s' E [0, 1], 
s'EPos(,P) 

< 2::: P(s, s') · [1/J]s' by ind. 
s' ESat( ,pb) 

< 2::: P(s,s') as [1/J]s' E [0, 1]. 
s' ESat( ,pb) 

Finally, if¢ = p,x.¢2 V (¢1 1\ (*)x) we define syntactic approximations [4] 
"lm for all 0 :::; m < w such that 

[¢] = V [r-,m]. (5) 
o:<::;m<w 

We set 

"lo ff (6) 

¢2 V (¢1 1\ (*)"lm) for all m 2: 0. 

Note that equation (5) holds since all semantic operations in our interpreta
tion of CTL + are continuous and since we only compute least fixed-points 
thereof. Suppose that [p,x.¢2 V (¢1 1\ (*)x)] s > 0. We have to show that 
s p [¢~U ¢~hp, where p = [p,x.¢2 V (¢1 1\ (*)x)]. If we set 

(7) 

then we simply have to show that p 8 :::; q8 • By equation (5), we know that 
Ps = Vo<m<w [r-,m] s and therefore it suffices to show that [r-,m] s :::; q8 for all 
0 :::; m <: w. For m = 0 this is true since [r-,o]s = 0 :::; q8 • Assuming that 
[r-,m]s :::; q8 holds form (and all s E S!) we now demonstrate its validity for 
m + 1. We compute 

[¢2 V (¢1 1\ (*)r-,m)]s (8) 

1 1\ ([¢2]s + [0 V ([¢I]s + [(*)"lm]s- 1)]), 

for which we can safely assume that it be positive; otherwise, there is noth
ing to show. Thus, [¢2]s or [¢1]s + [(*)"lm]s- 1 is positive. In the first case 
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we may use our global induction hypothesis to infer that s F ¢; which gives 
us q8 = 1 and so [7Jm+I]s ::::; q8 is clear. In the second case we may therefore 
assume 

s ~ ¢; 
[¢2]s = 0 

[¢1]s + [(*)7Jm]s- 1 > 0. 

(9) 

Since [¢I]s + [(*)7Jm]s - 1 is positive we conclude that [¢t]s must be 
positive. Using our global induction hypothesis we infer that 

s I=¢~. (10) 

Using (9) we can continue to unfold equation (8) as 

[7Jm+I]s = 1/\ ([¢2]s + (0 V ([¢1]s + [(*)7Jm]s- 1)]) (11) 

= 1/\ (0 + (0 V ([¢l]s + [(*)7Jm]s- 1)]) 

= 1/\ ([¢1]s + [(*)7Jm]s- 1) 

[¢i]s + [(*)7Jm]s- 1 

([¢i]s -1) + 2: P(s,s') · [7Jm]s' 
s'ES 

< (1- 1) + 2: P(s, s') · [7Jm]s' 
s'ES 

< 2: P(s, s') · Qs' by ind. hyp. 
s'ES 

= Qs as s F= ¢~ 1\ -.¢; by (9) and (10). 

End of Proof. 

We .should stress that this particular result remains valid for a range of 
interpretations of conjunction and disjunction as long as such interpretations 
are monotone, continuous, and satisfy Pos( ¢1 1\ f/>2) ~ Pos( ¢1) n Pos( f/>2) as 
well as Pos(¢1 V ¢2) ~ Pos(¢1) U Pos(¢2). For example, one might interpret 1\ 

as minimum and V as maximum which, incidentally, renders bigger thresholds 
for conjunction in general as 0 V (x + y- 1) ::::; x 1\ y for all x, y E (0, 1]. As for 
disjunction, we obtain x Vy ::::; (x + y) 1\ 1 for all x, y E (0, 1]. Thus, the choice 
of maximum results in smaller thresholds, so there appears to be a trade-off 
between conjunction and disjunction in the improvement of lower bounds of 
probabilities. Again, one needs a clean way of simultaneously expressing lower 
and upper bound information to avoid this problem. 

Corollary 1 The soundness of our interpretation of GTL+ in PGTL remains 
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valid if we prematurely terminate fixed-point iterations in our model-checking 
algorithms. 

The last insight, which is true since 'being a lower bound' is a transitive 
property, is most important from a practical point of view. One may wonder 
why our fuzzy interpretation of 1\ and V worked. This is most likely due 
to that fact that path formulas in CTL are not allowed to contain logical 
connectives nor those of certain temporal operators. Thus, our approach will 
be challenged if one desires to extend it to CTL* or all of p.M< 1 . Nonetheless, 
the significance of Theorem I is that it provides a semantic -bridge between 
two opposing views of quantitative model checking for labeled Markov chains 
as explained below. 

First, our semantics endorses computations of quantitative evidence em
ploying only one conceptual level, namely, compositional meaning in S -t 
(0, I]; this leads to a direct computational engine which need not be concerned 
with guessing informative thresholds for big systems and which computes ev
idence in an incremental way. The price being paid is the fuzzy interpretation 
of disjunction and conjunction by not addressing potential issues of condi
tional probabilities, so we might not compute precise probabilities although 
the considered property might induce a measurable set. However, Theorem I 
above can be seen as proving soundness of our semantics with respect to the 
one for PCTL. In particular, one can take the numbers computed for a CTL 
formula 4> as a first safe guess of what will turn out to be 'true' probabilisti
cally. Thus, one might want to check 4>~ with appropriately higher thresholds 
than those computed for 4>. 

Second, the semantics for PCTL necessitates two conceptual levels: the 
usual qualitative semantics for formulas of CTL (including the usual inter
pretation of path formulas X 4> and 4>1 U 4>2), and the computation of a prob
ability for path formulas in a given state s. These distinct levels of analysis 
are linked via the annotation of thresholds to path formulas. The advantage 
lies in precise probabilistic results but it is not clear whether the framework 
of probability spaces can be applied in this manner for arbitrary 4> E p.M9 
or for formulas with even higher alternation depths; this approach is also not 
continuous with respect to small changes in P, the matrix of transition prob
abilities, for small changes of P(s, s') can change the Boolean truth value of 
a formula '1/J-;;Jp at state s. As such it is quite sensitive to numerical errors. 
Incidentally, one could improve the symbolic model checking algorithm for 
PCTL in (I] by allowing vectors of thresholds and by overwriting thresholds 
on-the-fly that have been specified by the user in certain cases. For example, 
if the user would like to checks f= (4>1 U4>2]~p and if the probability of 1>1 U4>2 
at s is greater than p 8 , then the check is not only successful, but it is also 
verifying the stronger check where we replace the threshold p 8 by that very 
probability. 

It should be noted that our fuzzy semantics of conjunction and disjunction 
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penalizes the repeated check of the same property at the same syntactic level 
within a given formula, for such interpretations are not idempotent: we have 
min(0.5 + 0.5 - 1, 0) = 0. 

6 INFINITE LABELED MARKOV CHAINS 

In this section we consider labeled Markov chains (S, P, L) such that S is 
countable where we demand that the infinite sums Ls'ES P(s, s') have limit 
1 for all s E S (this generalizes to uncountable state sets by means of integra
tion). Countably infinite state sets suffice to show that fixed-point iterations 
for Kazen's standard interpretation of the modal mu-calculus may have to go 
beyond w in order to reach their semantic invariants; see e.g. [4, pg. 20] for 
such an example within JLM9. Yet, there is a significant difference between 
qualitative and quantitative fixed-points which guarantees that fixed-points 
in our semantics are always attained at the ordinal level w for any fixed-point 
formula in JLM<1 even if the underlying state set is countably infinite: comput
ing the meani~g of JLX.¢ we can ask the questions '1 = Vo<m<w(F[cf>,z]m 0) s?' 
and's E Uo<m<w G[cf>,z]m 0?', where G[</>,z] is the function whose least fixed
point deteniiines the meaning of JLX.¢ in Kozen's standard interpretation. 
The crucial difference is that s is an element of Uo<m<w G[</>,z]m 0 only if it 
is already a member in one of the finite unwindings G[cf>,z]m 0, whereas 1's 
being equal to Vo<m<w(F[</>,z]m 0) s does not necessitate any of the numbers 
(F[</>,z]m 0) s to be 1; the powerset lattice P(S) is algebraic whereas the lattice 
S --t [0, 1] is 'only' continuous. 

Recall that we proved that fixed-points of our semantics are reached at 
w for all formulas of JLM9 provided that S is finite. The arguments put 
forward in that proof essentially transfer to the case where S is countable. 
We simply endow R 00 with the topology of pointwise convergence and note 
that this topology satisfies the following: the componentwise addition or sub
traction of vectors in R 00 is continuous, the componentwise operations q 1-t 

0 V q: R00 --t R 00 and q 1-t 1/\ q: R00 --t R00 are continuous, constant vec
tors give rise to continuous functions R00 --t R00 , and directed suprema and 
filtered infima are topological limits. The only fact we still require is that 
(xs)sES 1-t (Ls'ES P(s, s') · X 8 • )sES: R 00 --t R 00 be continuous, but this fol
lows from basis facts on absolute convergence of real sums and the fact that 
P is a bounded linear operator on a Banach space. 

Corollary 2 Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 generalize to countable state sets. 

7 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

This paper is part of an effort to develop the quantitative model checking 
paradigm proposed in (14], where one requires quantities as answers to checks, 
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such as performance or reliability measures, instead of simply 'yes' or 'no' an
swers. We have derived a symbolic model checking algorithm for the modal 
mu-calculus (without nested fixed points) re-interpreted in terms of expec
tations, also considered in (20]. Such algorithms form the basis of software 
tools supporting automatic and semi-automatic checks of programs contain
ing quantitative information in the form of probability and time. The methods 
proposed here should avoid the state explosion problem in various important 
application domains by relying on a cogent representation of Markov transi
tion probability matrices as MTBDDs introduced in [9, 1, 6]. The fixed-points 
can be reached in w steps by successive approximation, which in practice 
means that the desired expectations can be computed to within a given c > 0 
in finitely many steps. 

The expectations computed by the algorithm are not exact probabilities 
but lower bounds only; while exact probabilities might be preferable, the cor
responding algorithms for satisfiability checking are complex (i.e. exponential 
in the size of the formula and polynomial in the size of the system for the case 
of Markov chains [10]), and so in such cases our algorithm provides a more 
efficient albeit coarser alternative. We can state that, in the case of positive 
CTL, the expectations semantics is probabilistically sound, in the sense that 
if the expectation p computed for a positive CTL formula is positive then 
the corresponding PCTL is also satisfied w.r.t. the threshold p. It would be 
worthwhile to extend this result to the full CTL and more expressive log
ics, such as CTL *, and models, for example concurrent Markov chains [25] 
or probabilistic systems which also exhibit non-determinism [3, 2], but it is 
not clear how this can be done without suitably extending the framework. 
Moreover, we would like to know whether Theorem 1 would go through for 
a framework with non-determinism, as in [22]. Most importantly, we need to 
find out whether there are any sensible ways of handling vx and • within a 
semantics that approximates actual probabilities. Finally, we should point out 
that our semantic framework cuts across the usual classification of branching 
time versus linear time temporal logics. Our semantics of CTL has the feel of 
linear time temporal logic as the two quantifiers collapse into one notion, but 
it also contains branching aspects in the meaning of the modalities. 
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